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Abstract: Learning sentence representations is an essential and challenging topic in the deep learning
and natural language processing communities. Recent methods pre-train big models on a massive
text corpus, focusing mainly on learning the representation of contextualized words. As a result,
these models cannot generate informative sentence embeddings since they do not explicitly exploit
the structure and discourse relationships existing in contiguous sentences. Drawing inspiration
from human language processing, this work explores how to improve sentence-level representations
of pre-trained models by borrowing ideas from predictive coding theory. Specifically, we extend
BERT-style models with bottom-up and top-down computation to predict future sentences in latent
space at each intermediate layer in the networks. We conduct extensive experimentation with various
benchmarks for the English and Spanish languages, designed to assess sentence- and discourse-level
representations and pragmatics-focused assessments. Our results show that our approach improves
sentence representations consistently for both languages. Furthermore, the experiments also indicate
that our models capture discourse and pragmatics knowledge. In addition, to validate the proposed
method, we carried out an ablation study and a qualitative study with which we verified that the
predictive mechanism helps to improve the quality of the representations.

Keywords: deep learning; representation learning; natural language processing; language models;
BERT; predictive coding

1. Introduction

A natural language sentence is a set of words that makes complete sense and expresses
a complete thought. Unlike words, sentences have more complex structures, such as se-
quential and hierarchical structures, which are essential for text understanding. In natural
language processing (NLP), how to represent sentences is essential to solving many lin-
guistic and non-linguistic problems, such as question answering, discourse understanding,
translation, among others.

In recent years, various methods have been proposed, with the self-supervision ap-
proach being the main component for learning word representations [1,2] and sentence
representations [3–5]. More recently, due to the introduction of the transformer model [6],
new approaches adopted the transformer encoder for language modeling. Similarly to
their predecessors, these approaches follow a self-supervised paradigm to learn contextual-
ized word representations with different pre-training objectives, such as causal language
modeling [7,8], masked language modeling [9], and permutation language modeling [10].
These models are also used to obtain sentence-level representations by pooling word repre-
sentations or using a special token tuned through an additional sentence-level objective.
However, it was shown that the resulting representations are not semantically meaning-
ful [11] and do not capture the relationship between sentences (discourse knowledge) [12].

Diagnostics of transformer-based language models have shown that they still have
limited linguistic capabilities [13–15]. This brings up the idea that the current mecha-
nisms used to train the language models are insufficient to yield better capabilities, such
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as learning general-purpose sentence representations. Unlike current language models,
humans are not only trying to predict the next word of a text, but also upcoming compound
linguistic information [16]. Predictive coding (PC) is a theory that postulates that our
brain is continually making predictions of incoming sensory stimuli [17–20]. Studies have
suggested that it plays an essential role in language development in humans [21,22], with
word prediction being the main mechanism [23,24]. Furthermore, some studies speculate
that the predictive process also occurs within and across utterances, fostering sentence and
discourse comprehension [16,25,26].

In this work, we explore how to incorporate PC mechanisms in language models
to improve sentence-level representations. Due to the success and ubiquitous use of the
BERT model, we propose to augment these types of models with top-down computation.
According to PC, top-down connections convey predictions from upper to lower layers,
which are contrasted with bottom-up representations to generate an error signal that is used
to guide the predictive process of the model. Specifically, our approach attempts to build
general-purpose sentence representations that capture discourse-level relationships by
continually predicting future sentences in a latent space. We perform several experiments
to determine the advantages and disadvantages of our models, finding that they improve
their stand-alone and discourse-aware sentence representations. Also, our models can
capture document-level discourse knowledge. Furthermore, our model shows a slight
improvement in some tasks that require pragmatics-based knowledge.

This paper is an extension of work originally presented at the Conference on Empirical
Methods in Natural Language Processing 2021 as a short paper [27]. The new contributions of
this extended version are threefold: (1) We propose an additional method to incorporate
feedback from a top-down network into a BERT-style model. Unlike [27], based on recurrent
networks, this one is entirely based on transformer models; (2) We train all our models
for Spanish to assess their generalization to a language other than English, which was the
only language explored in [27]; (3) We extend the experimentation, including benchmarks
for assessing sentence- and discourse-level representations and pragmatic knowledge,
unlike [27] which only assess one benchmark for discourse knowledge. In addition, we
expanded our ablation and qualitative study.

2. Predictive Coding: Overview and Motivation

The classical perception view maintains that we experience the world in a three-step
bottom-up process [28]: We receive input from our environment, process input in higher
levels of the brain, and respond to input accordingly. However, an alternative theory
has been gaining relevance in the last decades, stating that information not only flows
to higher cognitive areas but also that higher cognitive areas predict the input from our
environment. This theory is known as Predictive Coding (PC) and offers a unified theory
of cognition [17–19].

PC states that the brain continually generates predictions of the sensory input. A
predictive model is created in higher cortical areas and communicated through top-down
connections to lower sensory regions. In addition, bottom-up connections process and
project an error signal, that is, the mismatch between the predicted information and the
actual sensory input [17]. The predictive model is constantly updated according to this
error signal and, in the process of doing so, performs learning.

In recent years, it has been suggested that PC also plays an important role in language
development [29] and even the existence of a language-specific PC [30]. Some works
affirm that PC is crucial for word recognition and learning in the early stages of language
development [21,29]. Under this postulate, a comprehender predicts the next word of an
ongoing conversation [23,24]. More recently, some work suggests that humans predict not
only the following words but also sentences [16,25,26] and even their syntactic structure [31],
leading to effects in sentence and discourse processing and understanding [16].

Motivated by the literature listed above, our objective is to explore if using PC mech-
anisms could improve what neural language models learn about textual data. Previous
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work on computer vision has demonstrated the utility of this framework to enhance the
learning of models when processing images and videos [32–35]. However, there is little or
no presence of PC-inspired works in NLP [36]. Therefore, this is one of the first attempts to
bring PC into the field of NLP to explore its usefulness for representation learning.

3. Related Work
3.1. Contextualized Word Representation Models

Several contextualization methods have been introduced in recent years, with self-
supervised learning being the main component for their implementation. ELMo [2] intro-
duced a method to contextualize representations of adjacent words using bi-directional
recurrent encoders. A pooling of the word representations is usually used as the sen-
tence representation. BERT [9] adopted a similar idea using a transformer encoder and
the masked language modeling (MLM) objective to capture bi-directional context. It also
proposes an additional loss called next-sentence prediction (NSP) to train a model that
understands sentence relationships. Similarly, ALBERT [37] proposed a loss based primar-
ily on coherence called sentence-order prediction (SOP). However, that kind of modeling
does not generate semantically meaningful sentence embeddings [11], and removing them
improves downstream task performance, as was the case of RoBERTa [38].

3.2. Sentence Representation Models

Several works have proposed models to learn general-purpose sentence representa-
tions using adjacent sentences in an unsupervised manner. Early work relied on recurrent
networks [3], log-linear models [4] and matrix factorization models [5]. As for the first
two, SkipThoughts [3] and FastSent [4] proposed an encoder-decoder model that encodes a
sentence and tries to generate the previous and following sentences. Regarding the third,
Sent2Vec [5] proposed an extension of the CBOW training objective [1] applied to sentences
instead of words, yielding better results than SkipThoughts and FastSent.

More recently, due to the success of the transformer architecture in NLP, some models
have been proposed. Universal Sentence Encoder [39] is trained in a multitask training
setting together with an objective similar to SkipThoughts, predicting the surrounding
sentences given the input sentence. As mentioned before, the BERT model was also
intended to generate sentence representation using the special token [CLS]. CONPONO [40]
incorporated a discourse-level objective on top of BERT to predict the surrounding sentences
given an anchor text. SLM [41] proposed a sentence unshuffling approach for a fine
understanding of the relations among the sentences.

3.3. Predictive Coding in Deep Learning

The PC framework has been used in machine learning and deep learning, primarily
in computer vision research [32–35], to benefit two areas: training methods and latent
representations. Regarding the first one, the algorithm of error backpropagation is com-
monly used to update the parameters of networks. However, the update rule is biologically
implausible because of the non-locality of the updates. Some works have proposed using
a PC variant to approximate the backpropagation error leading to similar results [42–44].
As for the second, some approaches to modify the networks were proposed, including
mechanisms to predict current or future input. As a result, latent representations are en-
hanced, leading to better performances on downstream tasks. Some works take inspiration
from PC theory to build models for accurate [32,33] and robust [34] image classification.
Also, a network capable of predicting future frames in a video sequence by making local
predictions using top-down connections was proposed [35]. More recent works have used
PC intending to implement general latent representations for images [36,45], text [36],
speech [36,46], and video [47]. Our work is located in this area, as the objective is to
improve the text embeddings at the sentence level.
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4. Proposed Method

Our main objective is to propose a method to implement PC on top of a vanilla BERT-
style model. Under this framework, a BERT-style model could be like a bottom-up network
that generates a latent representation at each layer given a sentence as input. We propose
to augment such models with a top-down network to allow them to predict an incoming
sentence representation at each layer and use the prediction error as an additional training
objective. We hypothesize that this process could enable models to improve sentence-level
representations by learning relationships between sentences.

In this work, we present two methods to implement the top-down network. The first
is based on recurrent networks (first proposed in our previous work [27]), and the second
is based on a transformer decoder. Below are the details of our proposal. We first present
the general architecture of our approach and then detail the two proposed variations.

4.1. Architecture Description

Figure 1 shows the overview of our method. Given a sequence of contiguous co-
herent sentences s1, s2, . . . , sn from a document. A bottom-up network gbu generates a
representation zl

t at time t for each layer l (from 1 to L) of a sentence st.

zl
t = gbu(st); where zl

t, st ∈ Rdmodel (1)

Figure 1. General scheme of the proposed method. A BERT-type model (gbu) is augmented with
a top-down network (gtd) which generates a contextual vector c at each layer to predict the next
sentence representation ẑt+1 through a predictive layer (f ). The predicted representation ẑt+1 is then
contrasted with the actual one zt+1 to compute Lnsm to optimize the complete model.

Then, a top-down network gtd produces a context vector cl
t for each l given each layer’s

sentence representation zl
t and the context vector of the upper layer cl+1

t . Note that this
network processes in the opposite way to the bottom-up network from layer L to layer 1.

cl
t = gtd

(
zl

t, cl+1
t

)
; where cl

t ∈ Rdmodel (2)

Finally, a predictive function f is introduced to predict a future sentence representation
ẑl

t+1 given the contextual vector cl
t for each layer.

ẑl
t+1 = f

(
cl

t

)
(3)

In the spirit of Seq2Seq [48], the whole process can be repeated for N steps (where N is
a hyper-parameter) enabling the model to predict the next sentences sequentially.
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4.2. Top-Down Networks Alternatives

Our bottom-up network gbu by default is a pre-trained BERT-style model. For the
top-down network gtd, we explore two different architectures.

The first is based on the GRU model [49] (Figure 2a), a type of recurrent network that
employs a gated process to control and manage the flow of information. GRU facilitates
capturing dependencies from sequential data. With this network, the sequence of sentences
is processed one by one. At each step, the input is the concatenation (⊕) of the sentence
representation zl

t with the context vector of the upper layer cl+1
t and a hidden state, which

in this case is the context vector of the previous step cl
t−1. Note that the concatenation

operation results in a vector of dimension R2×dmodel ; however, the GRU output vector is set
to Rdmodel .

cl
t = GRU

(
zl

t ⊕ cl+1
t , cl

t−1

)
(4)

Figure 2. Diagram of the alternative top-down networks: (a) based on GRU, processes the sequences
step by step, (b) based on transformer, processes the sequences as a whole.

The second option uses a transformer model (Figure 2b). This architecture avoids
recursion by processing the inputs as a whole using attention mechanisms. Specifically, we
use a transformer decoder which includes a cross-attention layer that mixes two different
embedding sources. Unlike the recurrent version, the transformer-based top-down net-
work needs to access all sentence representations and context vectors and not one by one.
Therefore, the inputs for this model are the context vectors of the upper layer Cl+1 and the
sentence representations Zl for all t≥.

Cl = Trans f ormer
(

Cl+1, Zl
)

; where Cl ∈ Rdmodel×N (5)

Note that the transformer’s dot-product attention mechanism computes the key KC
and value VC vectors from the context vectors and the query QZ from the sentence repre-
sentations. The dot products are scaled down by the dimensionality of the keys

√
dk.

CrossAttn(QZ, KC, VC) = so f tmax

(
QZK>C√

dk

)
VC; where QZ, KC, VC ∈ Rdk×N (6)

4.3. Loss Functions

Following previous work [40], we keep the masked language model objective Lmlm for
our model’s training because it helps maintain a good token-level representation needed for
the sentence-level language modeling. This task consists of masking tokens in a sequence
with a masking token and directing the model to fill that mask with an appropriate token [9],
allowing the model to obtain contextual representations.

We then introduce an additional loss function, which we refer to as next-sentence
modeling Lnsm. This loss is based on the InfoNCE loss [36], which constructs a binary task
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where the goal is to classify one positive sample among many negative samples. Given
the ground truth representations zj

i and the predicted representations ẑj
i where i denotes

the temporal index and j is the layer index, a dot product computes the similarity between
the predicted and ground truth pair. Note that ground truth representations are computed
with the same backbone on the fly. A cross-entropy loss is then used to distinguish the
positive pair from all other negative pairs. In this way, the model encourages the predicted
representation ẑ to be close to the ground truth z.

Lnsm = −∑
i,j

log
exp

(
ẑj>

i · z
j
i

)
∑m exp

(
ẑj>

i · z
j
m

)
 (7)

For a predicted sentence ẑj
i , there is only one positive pair (ẑj

i , zj
i) which are the features

at the same time step and same layer. The remaining pairs (ẑj
i , zj

m) are negative pairs, where
(i, j) 6= (m, j). In practice, negative samples are drawn from both batch and time dimensions
in the minibatch. Unlike our previous work [27], we do not extract negative samples for
the layer dimension, as we found that it degrades the pre-training.

Our loss function is used in conjunction with the BERT masked language model loss
(Lmlm) to minimize:

L = Lnsm + Lmlm (8)

4.4. Technical Details

We use the BERT [9] and ALBERT [37] models as the backbone for three reasons:
(1) they use MLM with an additional sentence-level objective that we replace with our own,
(2) they originally use the same corpus for pre-training, and (3) they are available for English
and Spanish [50,51]. As a result, our augmented models are PredBERT and PredALBERT
with the suffix -R or -T to refer to the GRU and transformer versions, respectively.

Our approach processes contiguous sentences one at a time. The original BERT model
was optimized for long lines (512 tokens), and using shorter sequences tends to harm the
MLM performance [52]. For that reason, we join 3 adjoining sentences to create a long
sequence. Furthermore, as we proposed in our original work [27], we use an overlapping
sentence between sequences, since it improves the predictive capacity of the models. As
an example, if we have a paragraph s1, s2, . . . , s9, the first sequence is s1, s2, s3, the second
sequence is s3, s4, s5, and so on.

For pre-training, we use the BookCorpus [53] and Wikipedia datasets for English
and the Spanish Unannoted Corpora [50] for Spanish. We set N = 2 to reach two future
predictions. We initialize the bottom-up networks with the corresponding checkpoints of
BERT or ALBERT and the top-down networks with random weights. The initial (upper)
context vector c is initialized to zero. We consider dynamic masking for the MLM, where
the masking pattern is generated every time we feed a sequence to the model. We mask
10% of all tokens in each sequence at random to avoid heavily corrupted input such as
sentence representations. Finally, the models are trained for 1M steps with batch size 8 and
using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5 × 10−5. These hyperparameters follow the
standard values used for fine-tuning BERT-style models.

In order to use our models as feature extractors or sentence encoders, we discard the
top-down connections and the prediction layer keeping only the backbone. In this way, we
obtain a model equivalent to BERT in terms of parameters and processing speed.

5. Experiments

Our central experimentation focuses on sentence-level evaluation. However, due to
the architecture modification and the inter-sentence objective proposed in the model, it is
expected that it captures more complex knowledge and relationships. For this reason, we
conduct an evaluation focused on discourse and pragmatics knowledge encoding.
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Next, we will describe the baselines we use to compare our approach. Then the
description and the results of the benchmark are presented. Note that we use resources
available in both English and Spanish, which allows us to verify the consistency and
generalization of our models.

5.1. Baselines

Our models follow a self-supervision paradigm to obtain the general-purpose rep-
resentations of the text, so we compare them with models with a similar approach. We
evaluate non-transformer-based and transformer-based models publicly available in En-
glish and Spanish.

• Sent2Vec [5] is a bi-linear model to compose sentence embeddings using word vec-
tors along with n-gram embeddings. We use the official implementation for the
English (github.com/epfml/sent2vec, accessed on 14 November 2022) version and a
released Spanish (github.com/BotCenter/spanish-sent2vec, accessed on 14 November
2022) model.

• ELMo [2] is a general approach for learning deep context-dependent representations
from bidirectional language models. We use the ELMo library for many languages
(github.com/HIT-SCIR/ELMoForManyLangs, accessed on 14 November 2022), in-
cluding English and Spanish.

• BERT [9] is a transformer-based model designed to pre-train deep bidirectional rep-
resentations from the unlabeled text. We use the original model in English and the
version in Spanish BETO [50].

• ALBERT [37] is a lite version of BERT that incorporates two parameter reduction
techniques. We use the official English model and ALBETO [51] the version in Spanish.

5.2. General-Purpose Sentence Representation Evaluation
5.2.1. Description

A well-known methodology for evaluating text representation is probing tasks, con-
sisting of a classifier based on embeddings generated by sentence encoders for specific
downstream tasks. In this way, it is possible to evaluate the representational quality of em-
beddings in particular tasks. We rely on SentEval (github.com/facebookresearch/SentEval,
accessed on 14 November 2022) [54] and DiscoEval (github.com/ZeweiChu/DiscoEval,
accessed on 14 November 2022) [55] and their Spanish versions (github.com/OpenCENIA/
Spanish-Sentence-Evaluation, accessed on 14 November 2022) [56] for this evaluation.

On the one hand, SentEval includes stand-alone sentence and sentence pair tasks
modeled by logistic regression or classification. We group the tasks into five groups. Sen-
tence Classification (SC) which includes tasks like sentiment analysis, subjective/objective,
and question-type classification. Pair Classification (SPC), which includes entailment and
paraphrasing tasks. Supervised Semantic Similarity (SSS) and Unsupervised Semantic Sim-
ilarity (USS), which include textual similarity tasks based on cosine similarity. Linguistic
probing tasks (PT), which include probing tasks to evaluate individual linguistic properties.

On the other hand, DiscoEval includes tasks to evaluate discourse-related knowledge
in the same way that SentEval does. It has five groups of tasks. Sentence Position (SP) to
evaluate the ability of a model to order ideas in a paragraph. Binary Sentence Ordering
(BSO) to determine if the order of two sentences is correct. Discourse Coherence (DC) to
determine if a sequence of six sentences forms a coherent paragraph. Sentence Section
Prediction (SSP) to determine the section of a given sentence. Discourse Relations (DR) to
evaluate the relations between sentences based on Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [57]
and Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) [58].

5.2.2. Results

We use the default SentEval and DiscoEval settings for our experimentation. To
evaluate Sent2Vec and ELMo, we use the pooling of the representations. For transformer-
based models, we use each layer’s average of the special tokens [CLS] as a representation of

github.com/epfml/sent2vec
github.com/BotCenter/spanish-sent2vec
github.com/HIT-SCIR/ELMoForManyLangs
github.com/facebookresearch/SentEval
github.com/ZeweiChu/DiscoEval
github.com/OpenCENIA/Spanish-Sentence-Evaluation
github.com/OpenCENIA/Spanish-Sentence-Evaluation
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sentences. Table 1 shows the results of our models across all tasks and languages. We ran
the experiment 10 times with different seeds and reported the average accuracy (Pearson’s
correlation for SSS and USS) and standard deviations.

Table 1. Results in SentEval and DiscoEval benchmarks in English and Spanish. The metric is
accuracy except for SSS and USS, which is Pearson’s correlation. We report standard deviations by
running the evaluations 10 times with different seeds.

(a) Results for models in English.

SentEval DiscoEval
SC SPC SSS USS PT SP BSO DC SSP DR

Sent2Vec 79.22 ± 0.1 72.69 ± 0.4 75.36 ± 0.1 63.95 66.68 ± 0.1 44.85 ± 0.2 62.65 ± 0.2 54.63 ± 0.3 76.99 ± 0.5 41.24 ± 0.4
ELMo 76.87 ± 0.2 73.10 ± 0.2 70.76 ± 0.1 54.70 72.29 ± 0.1 45.73 ± 0.3 63.72 ± 0.2 59.43 ± 0.3 78.44 ± 0.5 44.32 ± 0.6

BERT 80.28 ± 0.2 71.10 ± 0.2 62.83 ± 0.2 30.14 73.88 ± 0.1 53.18 ± 0.3 68.36 ± 0.2 59.38 ± 0.5 80.43 ± 0.2 47.94 ± 0.3
ALBERT 80.46 ± 0.4 70.02 ± 0.3 59.75 ± 0.4 21.68 70.17 ± 0.1 52.18 ± 0.2 67.91 ± 0.2 52.85 ± 1.4 80.10 ± 0.4 43.50 ± 0.5

PredBERT-R 80.03 ± 0.1 73.68 ± 0.2 71.71 ± 0.1 47.89 75.36 ± 0.1 50.49 ± 0.2 66.84 ± 0.1 62.33 ± 0.4 80.16 ± 0.5 47.96 ± 0.4
PredALBERT-R 80.48 ± 0.2 74.12 ± 0.2 76.51 ± 0.1 43.17 74.76 ± 0.1 49.85 ± 0.2 66.77 ± 0.2 61.46 ± 0.2 79.01 ± 0.2 46.82 ± 0.6

PredBERT-T 78.40 ± 0.1 73.94 ± 0.1 72.00 ± 0.1 49.47 74.55 ± 0.1 48.56 ± 0.1 66.17 ± 0.1 61.69 ± 0.3 78.25 ± 0.4 46.35 ± 0.5
PredALBERT-T 79.28 ± 0.2 73.56 ± 0.2 75.18 ± 0.1 30.42 74.47 ± 0.1 49.30 ± 0.3 66.57 ± 0.3 60.88 ± 0.2 79.01 ± 0.4 45.26 ± 0.4

(b) Results for models in Spanish.

Spanish SentEval Spanish DiscoEval
SC SPC SSS USS PT SP BSO DC SSP DR

Sent2Vec 75.18 ± 0.2 59.55 ± 0.2 78.01 ± 0.1 75.08 66.78 ± 0.2 36.61 ± 0.2 55.10 ± 0.1 55.40 ± 0.6 69.96 ± 0.7 37.28 ± 1.2
ELMo 72.34 ± 0.2 61.73 ± 0.2 75.53 ± 0.1 57.49 71.77 ± 0.2 37.06 ± 0.3 55.12 ± 0.3 58.89 ± 1.1 73.55 ± 0.9 42.58 ± 1.1

BETO 76.21 ± 0.3 58.78 ± 0.3 63.09 ± 0.1 52.74 69.60 ± 0.2 41.79 ± 0.4 57.16 ± 0.4 60.56 ± 0.9 76.53 ± 0.8 47.53 ± 0.9
ALBETO 69.28 ± 0.3 52.46 ± 0.6 53.12 ± 0.2 29.61 66.54 ± 0.1 43.56 ± 0.2 57.42 ± 0.2 56.26 ± 0.5 79.85 ± 0.8 42.78 ± 0.8

PredBETO-R 76.65 ± 0.3 61.37 ± 0.1 77.75 ± 0.1 65.31 73.58 ± 0.1 43.42 ± 0.2 57.22 ± 0.3 64.04 ± 0.6 77.26 ± 0.9 49.33 ± 0.9
PredALBETO-R 72.52 ± 0.3 60.67 ± 0.4 78.39 ± 0.1 71.74 70.49 ± 0.2 41.56 ± 0.3 56.96 ± 0.4 63.37 ± 0.7 77.27 ± 0.9 43.88 ± 0.9

PredBETO-T 75.75 ± 0.3 61.77 ± 0.2 78.70 ± 0.2 66.67 73.54 ± 0.1 41.77 ± 0.2 57.36 ± 0.2 60.66 ± 0.6 75.87 ± 0.7 48.04 ± 0.7
PredALBETO-T 74.01 ± 0.3 61.37 ± 0.2 76.87 ± 0.1 67.10 71.72 ± 0.2 42.43 ± 0.2 57.83 ± 0.2 62.36 ± 0.4 79.10 ± 0.8 45.53 ± 0.9

In the case of SentEval, we see that our models outperform the baselines for all tasks
except USS. Regarding the English models, we found that PredALBERT-R is the best
model improving its baseline ALBERT by ∼9.39 points. The overall improvement of our
models and their direct baselines averages ∼6.72 points. Among the Spanish models, we
found that PredBETO-T is our best model, surpassing its baseline BETO by ∼9.20 points.
Interestingly, for the Spanish language, the overall improvement of our models from their
direct baselines is even higher than the English version, averaging ∼12.65 points. The
results also show that for both languages, the best version of the model is the one that used
recurrent networks during pre-training. Furthermore, the USS group does not outperform
the Sent2Vec and ELMo models. We suspect this is due to the inadequacy of the [CLS]
token for semantic similarity purposes [11] of the vanilla BERT model that is transferred to
our model. However, we found an average improvement of ∼16.83 for English and ∼26.53
for Spanish of our models with respect to the transformer baselines. Also, the supervised
version (SSS) improves performance even over non-transformer baselines, supporting
our assumption.

Concerning DiscoEval, our models improve two groups of tasks with respect to their
direct baselines. The performances of the DC and DR tasks are improved by ∼5.48 and
∼0.87 on average, respectively, for the English language. In the case of Spanish, we found
improvement in three groups of tasks. DC is improved by ∼4.20 points while DR by
∼1.54 on average. Additionally, the Spanish model slightly improved the BSO task by
∼0.05 points. Furthermore, we found that our models outperform all the non-transformer
baselines by ∼3.49 for English and ∼5.11 for Spanish. Regarding the better performance
of the baselines on SP, BSO, and SSP tasks, we hypothesize that it could be due to the
optimization goals of the baselines: ALBERT with sentence order prediction and BERT
with topic prediction, which are different from our next sentence prediction based objective
that may be promoting the capture of discourse relationships.
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5.3. Document-Level Discourse Evaluation
5.3.1. Description

Due to the results of our model on DiscoEval, we extend the discourse-based evalu-
ation to discover to what extent our model is acquiring discourse knowledge. In [59], a
benchmark to assess how much discourse structure language models based on pre-trained
transformers have and whether they generalize across languages was proposed. It in-
troduces seven document-level discourse-probing tasks for several languages, including
English and Spanish. The tasks included are: Next Sentence Prediction (NSP), to predict
the next one among 4 candidates by giving 2–8 sentences as context. Sentence Ordering, to
reproduce the original order of 3–7 shuffle sentences. Discourse Connective prediction, to
identify an appropriate discourse marker given 2 clauses. RST Nuclearity prediction, to
predict the nucleus/satellite for a given ordered pair of elementary discourse units (EDU).
RST Relation prediction, to predict the relation that holds an ordered pairing of EDUs. RST
EDU Segmentation, to chunk a sequence into its component EDUs. Cloze story test, to
predict the best ending from 2 options given a 4-sentence story.

5.3.2. Results

We use the original benchmark implementation ( github.com/fajri91/discourse_
probing, accessed on 14 November 2022) with its default settings. Figure 3 shows the
probing task performance in English (7 tasks) and Spanish (5 tasks) at each layer. It is
possible to see that for the 5 common tasks (Next sentence prediction, Sentence order-
ing, Nuclearity prediction, Relation prediction, and EDU segmentation), the English and
Spanish models behave similarly.

In the case of the Next sentence prediction task, the BERT and ALBERT models perform
well (∼99%) since the 5th layer, while our models reach that performance since the 11th
layer. This is to be expected as models tend to specialize the last layers to the specific task
they perform [60], in this case, our next sentence prediction optimization goal.

Regarding the Sentence ordering task, all models, both in English and Spanish, perform
similarly on the lower layers, but our models’ performance drops on the upper layers.
This task is similar to BSO of DiscoEval, so these results confirm that our models are
not acquiring the capacity to order because the optimization objective does not induce
it explicitly.

Discourse connective results are only available for English models. It can be seen that
the performance of the lower layers increases and that of the upper layers is competitive.
This means that our model is implicitly learning about discourse markers.

Concerning the Nuclearity and Relation prediction tasks, we found our models per-
form better than the baselines both in English and Spanish. The performance is almost
always superior to the baseline across the layers, and the maximum performance is reached
at layers 11th or 12th. These tasks are similar to DR from DiscoEval, and these results
confirm that our models’ pre-training induces the capture of discourse relations.

In the case of EDU segmentation, we found that our models perform similarly to the
baselines in the lower layers. However, the performance is comparable or even slightly
lower in the upper layers for both languages. EDU segmentation is a complex task, and we
suppose the performance of our model is not superior because the pre-training was at the
sentence level and not at the elementary discourse unit level.

Finally, the Cloze task is only available in English. This task is similar to next sentence
prediction but a bit harder as it requires understanding commonsense. We found that our
model performs slightly better than the baselines demonstrating that our method is not
inducing commonsense knowledge but can predict better story’s ends.

github.com/fajri91/discourse_probing
github.com/fajri91/discourse_probing
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Figure 3. Document-level discourse probing task performance for each of the five tasks. We perform
the evaluation three times with different initial seeds. (a) Results for models in English; (b) Results
for models in Spanish.

5.4. Pragmatics-Focused Evaluation
5.4.1. Description

Linguistic work has shown that comprehenders generate expectations about the direc-
tion a discourse is likely to take [16]. This is because, in addition to processing structural
and semantic relationships, humans also take advantage of pragmatic relationships to
understand the language better. We suspect that our models are gaining some prag-
matic knowledge because of the anticipation mechanisms leading to an improvement
in discourse-related tasks. For that reason, we propose to test our models on a recently
published pragmatics-focused benchmark.
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PragmEval [61] is a recent benchmark that compiles eleven pragmatics-focused tasks
(available only for English). The aim is to complement semantics-focused evaluation that
only focuses on the literal content of sentences or shallow aspects of a document structure
(e.g., sentence ordering). Unlike the previous benchmarks, this one follows a fine-tuned
process instead of relying on sentence embeddings and fixed compositions. The benchmark
presents three groups of tasks: (1) Speech act classification tasks; (2) Persuasiveness; and
(3) Detecting emotional content, verifiability, formality, informativeness, or sarcasm.

5.4.2. Results

For this experimentation, we use the original implementation provided by the authors
( github.com/sileod/pragmeval, accessed on 14 November 2022) with default settings.
Table 2 shows the results of our English models and their corresponding baselines.

Table 2. Results in the PragmEval benchmark for our models in English. The metric is accuracy for
all tasks. We perform the evaluation three times with different initial seeds.

PDTB STAC GUM Emerg. SwitchB. MRDA Persua. Sarcasm Squinky Verif. EmoB.

BERT 51.24 57.13 42.33 79.92 64.25 45.05 70.61 77.82 88.71 84.57 76.29
ALBERT 52.81 56.82 50.80 82.62 65.02 45.42 73.14 80.59 88.28 84.85 75.90

PredBERT-R 49.76 56.44 38.30 82.23 64.25 45.81 70.92 77.18 88.86 83.95 76.34
PredALBERT-R 46.35 52.60 37.50 77.22 65.79 45.21 73.81 77.61 87.48 84.69 73.44
PredBERT-T 47.65 55.98 37.10 78.38 64.64 46.03 71.25 77.61 87.71 84.45 76.68
PredALBERT-T 45.16 50.23 34.27 76.06 64.71 44.31 73.01 76.76 87.35 84.16 75.01

In the speech act classification tasks, our models improve performance on SwitchBoard
and MRDA dealing with utterance intention detection. Interestingly, our models do not
perform better on PDTB, STAC, GUM, and Emergent, which deal with discourse relation
prediction with varying domains and formalisms. One possible reason is that these tasks
are more complex than the previous benchmarks. Also, the fine-tuning process might be
interfering with the resulting embeddings, so a grid search might be needed to get the
best hyperparameters.

Regarding the persuasiveness task, we found that our models outperform all the
baselines. This means that our models, to some extent, can measure how well a sentence
can achieve its intended goal.

Finally, detecting emotional content, verifiability, formality, informativeness, or sar-
casm allow us to figure out in what realm communication is occurring. We found that
our models improve the performance of emotion detection (EmoBank) and detection of
formality, informativeness, and implicature (Squinky) while remaining competitive for the
other tasks.

6. Further Experimentation

We carry out further exploration to better understand our model. First, we perform an
ablation study to check the influence of the PC mechanism on the resulting representation.
We then explore the quality of our model representations by analyzing the embedding
space and performing sentence retrieval.

6.1. Ablation Study

The ablation study allows us to understand which components or configurations
have the most impact on the performance of a model. In this case, we are interested in
analyzing the impact of the proposed PC mechanism in the pre-training of our models.
We use PredALBERT-R and PredALBETO-R as the default models and carry out two
ablations using SentEval and DiscoEval (see Table 3): (1) remove top-down connections,
and (2) remove recurrence processing.

github.com/sileod/pragmeval
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Table 3. Results of ablation study in SentEval and DiscoEval. PredALBERT-R, both in English and
Spanish, was used as the default model.

English Spanish
SentEval DiscoEval SentEval DiscoEval

Default Model 69.81 ± 0.1 60.78 ± 0.3 70.76 ± 0.1 56.61 ± 0.7
# TD Layers = 6 69.89 ± 0.1 60.61 ± 0.4 70.87 ± 0.1 56.26 ± 0.7
# TD Layers = 1 65.59 ± 0.1 60.03 ± 0.4 70.22 ± 0.1 55.58 ± 0.7

w/o TD connections 63.75 ± 0.1 57.99 ± 0.3 68.70 ± 0.1 53.89 ± 0.7

By default, the number of top-down (TD) layers is 12 since the BERT-style models
we use 12 layers. For the first ablation, we changed the number of TD layers to 6 and 1.
Note that the number of layers is counted from the top to the bottom. If we set it to 6, the
BERT-style model is augmented with the PC mechanism from the 12 to 6 layer. We see
that for both Spanish and English, the final performance is slightly reduced on DiscoEval.
However, the performance is a bit better on SentEval. We hypothesize that this is because
the representations of the upper layers are the ones that provide more information to
solve tasks at the sentence level [56,62], so improving these representations leads to better
performance. When the TD layers are equal to 1, the mechanism is only at the final layer of
the BERT-style model. As expected, model performance drops, supporting the importance
of the top-down network to improve final embeddings.

It is unclear whether the top-down connections that carry information from higher
to lower layers actually influence the quality of the representations. For that reason, as a
second ablation, we remove such connections, which means that the model predicts the
next sentence representations in each layer with only the context of the previous steps of
the sequence and not of the layers above. In particular, we found that the performance
of all tasks and languages dropped. This indicates that both components, prediction
and top-down connections, are important during the pre-training process to improve
sentence-level representations.

6.2. Learned Sentence Embedding Space

We applied t-SNE [63] to the vectors extracted from our models as additional exper-
imentation. It allows us to visualize the embedding space learned by the models and
analyze their separability in low dimensionality.

For this experiment, we use two equivalent tasks from SentEval, TREC [64] for English
and SQC for Spanish [65]. Both tasks consist of a question-type classification with six
different classes. We extracted the vectors from the best model version for each task,
PredALBERT for TREC and PredBETO for SQC.

Figure 4 show all the visualizations for TREC. It is possible to see that PredALBERT-R
(Figure 4b) groups the orange, red, and blue clusters a bit more compared to its reference
ALBERT (Figure 4a), in which most of the points are spread out in space. A similar result
is found for PredALBERT-T (Figure 4c); however, in this case, it can be seen that the red
cluster is not fully grouped, and there is a very separate cluster that mixes several samples
from different semantic categories. This could explain the reduced performance of this
model compared to PredALBERT-R.

Interestingly, for the Spanish language, we find similar behaviors. The BETO (Fig-
ure 5a) baseline shows an overlap of all the different categories. While PredBETO-R
(Figure 5b) and PredBETO-T (Figure 5c) group the orange, red and brown clusters a little
better. Once again, it can be seen that there is an additional cluster with points of different
categories for the PredBETO-T model. We assume this is because transformer models can
capture very complex relationships and can represent some shared semantic information
between those examples.
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Figure 4. TSNE visualization of the embedding space learned on TREC [64] for ALBERT and
PredALBERT in English. Each color indicates a ground truth semantic category.

Figure 5. TSNE visualization of the embedding space learned on SQC [65] for BETO and PredBETO
in Spanish. Each color indicates a ground truth semantic category.

In general, we see that the clusters are not well separated and even mixed, which
means that the classes are not easily separable. However, it is possible to observe that some
clusters improved with the proposed mechanism, which may be causing an improvement
in the final performance of the model.

6.3. Retrieval of Discourse Relations

To explore whether our models’ resulting representations actually represent a sen-
tence’s role in its discursive context, we perform a sentence retrieval task. Following the
methodology proposed in [41], we use labeled sentences with discourse relations as queries
to retrieve the top 3 most similar sentences from an unlabeled corpus.

Specifically, we used the representations of annotated sentences from the MIT Dis-
course Relations Annotation Guide ( bit.ly/3z45IG2, accessed on 14 November 2022) as
queries to compute the cosine similarity of sentences from the Gutenberg corpus. For Span-
ish, we manually translated the queries and used the MLSUM dataset [66] to retrieve the
sentences. This process allows us to empirically verify that similar vectors share identical
or equivalent discourse relations.

Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

bit.ly/3z45IG2
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Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95
because he did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95
completos porque hizo un mal trabajo.

X(1) I cannot owe money to the little village
cobbler who mends my shoes, because he
demands and receives his payment when his job is
done.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores
iban a cobrar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar
un tiro.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(2) He offers me money–not paid money down,
which would have certain allurements.

X(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza
como un bombo.

X(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the
transaction, as he threatened me with the police
when I talked of giving him the sack.

X(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al
minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando
come una.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. X(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en
español.

X(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat.
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discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para
aliviarla.

X(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat
before going into a sick house.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall
market fell.

Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió,
pero el mercado en general cayó.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon
its chances, and its bonds at one time were high in
favor.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la
economía mundial se derrumbó.

X(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual
pleasantness did not waver.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las
acciones de la firma subieron un 13%.

X(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as
young States have been added to the Union, while
the old States have increased in population.

X(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció,
pero se redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit
after one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular,
renuncio después de un intento.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape
can be awful.
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Table 4 shows the retrieval results for both languages, using the four major types of
discourse relationships. It is possible to see that the retrieved sentences share syntactic,
semantic, and discursive aspects with the given query. Note that the model was not
fine-tuned, demonstrating the quality of our model representations for the retrieval task.

Table 4. Sentences retrieved from an unannotated corpus given an annotated query with discourse
relations. Words highlighted in red and blue show discursive connectors and semantic relationships,
respectively.

Relation Type Query and Nearest Neighbors
English Spanish

Contingency Query: I refused to pay the cobbler the full $95 because he
did poor work.

Query: Me negué a pagarle al zapatero los $95 completos
porque hizo un mal trabajo.

3(1) I cannot owe money to the little village cobbler who
mends my shoes, because he demands and receives his pay-
ment when his job is done.

7(1) Yo tenía casi asumido que los secuestradores iban a co-
brar el dinero y que luego me iban a pegar un tiro.

7(2) He offers me money–not paid money down, which
would have certain allurements.

3(2) Dejé de hacerlo porque me ponía la cabeza como un
bombo.

3(3) And I had to give Theodore fifty francs on the transac-
tion, as he threatened me with the police when I talked of
giving him the sack.

3(3) Le dije que si la aumentaba al 100%, me iba al minuto.

Temporal Query: He knows a tasty meal when he eats one. Query: Él reconoce una sabrosa comida cuando come una.
7(1) He knows where he can get a good dinner. 3(1) Le sale una voz aniñada cuando canta en español.
3(2) He is an ass who talks when he might eat. 7(2) Una chica le ofrecía una botella de agua para aliviarla.
3(3) He says he keeps a biscuit in his pocket to eat before
going into a sick house. 7(3) El hombre aparece cuando más le necesitan.

Comparison Query: IBM’s stock price rose, but the overall market fell. Query: El precio de las acciones de IBM subió, pero el mer-
cado en general cayó.

7(1) The stock markets of the world gambled upon its chances,
and its bonds at one time were high in favor.

7(1) La capacidad de compra se desplomó y la economía
mundial se derrumbó.

3(2) Tommy’s heart beat faster, but his casual pleasantness
did not waver.

7(2) La maniobra gustó a Wall Street, donde las acciones de
la firma subieron un 13%.

3(3) And the discrepancy has greatly increased as young
States have been added to the Union, while the old States
have increased in population.

3(3) El problema de la lluvia ácida no desapareció, pero se
redujo considerablemente.

Expansion Query: I never gamble too far; in particular, I quit after
one try.

Query: Nunca apuesto demasiado; en particular, renuncio
después de un intento.

7(1) I never gamble, and therefore no other scrape can be
awful. 7(1) No en vano, es conocido por su facilidad para llorar.

7(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself, but I
seldom get a chance.

3(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban contentos que sus
vacaciones acababan de comenzar.

3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.
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3(3) I have to break off and betake myself to lighter employ-
ments; such as the biographies of great men. 3(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.

The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

(2) I much prefer to do some of the talking myself,
but I seldom get a chance.

X(2) Otros tenían más suerte y comentaban
contentos que sus vacaciones acababan de
comenzar.

X(3) I have to break off and betake myself to
lighter employments; such as the biographies of
great men.

X(3) Es decir, nadie es culpable.

The first relation is Contingency, which indicates causal influences. We see that for
both languages a sentence was retrieved each with the same relationship as the query (1,2),
which is Cause-reason type using the because connector. Furthermore, sentence (3) retrieved
in English shows the same relationship but using the as connector. Interestingly, sentence
(3) in Spanish shows a Condition type relation as it uses the conditional connector si which
is also part of the contingency category.

Temporal is the second relationship and indicates situations that are temporally related.
As in the previous case, a sentence in each language shares the same relationships as the
query (2,1), which is a relation of type Synchronous that uses the when connector. Sentence
(3) in English shows an Asynchronous relationship type instead. Sentence (3) in Spanish has
the connector cuando as the query; however, it shows a Contingency relationship.
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The third relation is Comparison, used to highlight prominent differences between the
two situations. For English, two retrieved sentences contain a Contrast type relationship.
The (2), similar to the query, uses the but connector, while (3) uses the while connector. In
the case of Spanish, one sentence (3) contains a Contrastive relationship with the connector
pero as the query, while the others only share a semantic similarity.

Finally, the Expansion relation expands the discourse and moves its narrative or ex-
position forward. In the case of English, sentence (3) is the only one that has an Expansion
relation of the Instantiation type but uses a such as connector instead of in particular. For
Spanish, sentence (2) shows an Expansion relation using the y connector. Sentence (3) has
the connector es decir, used for the type Restatement; however, the sentence is incomplete.
This is because Expansion relations are more common between two sentences, and we focus
mainly on single-sentence retrieval.

7. Discussion

The results show that our models improve the quality of sentence-level representations
using a top-down network with a next-sentence modeling objective. Our findings com-
plement and extend existing work on deep learning for computer vision that showed that
image [36,45] and video [47] representations could be improved using the PC framework.
The fact that the proposed method helps to improve the representations of BERT-style
models supports the idea that the PC could be one of the central mechanisms of language
learning in humans [16,25,26]. Furthermore, the consistent results in English and Spanish
demonstrated that the mechanism is language-independent, which is consistent with work
in psycholinguistics that demonstrated that monolingual and multilingual people show
similar predictive processing [67]. Finally, the ablation and qualitative study demonstrate
that the top-down connections are actually responsible for enhancing the feature space,
which additionally allows the embeddings to be helpful for the retrieval processes.

Although improvements were obtained on some of the discourse and pragmatics
benchmark tasks, the negative results elucidate that the method is insufficient to allow
the model to acquire complete knowledge of discourse and pragmatics. Some of the
limitations of this work open several opportunities for future work. Our next-sentence
modeling objective only allows the model to capture relationships between sentences. A
way to induce other skills, such as sentence ordering or EDU segmentations, to improve
the models’ discourse knowledge would be desirable. We hypothesized that the model’s
escalation in batch size and the number of prediction steps used during pre-training beyond
the academic budget could generate other emerging abilities in the model [68]. Likewise,
the efficacy of our transformer-based models could be ensured by using longer prediction
steps, as transformer models have been shown to benefit from long sequences [52,69].
Furthermore, improving the InfoNCE loss function in terms of the number of negative
samples could also help, for instance, by dynamically adjusting the negative sampling
ratio [70]. Another important direction is to implement the method on the multilingual
model, as in this work, we only demonstrate the consistency of the models for English and
Spanish separately.

8. Conclusions

In this work, we explored improving sentence-level representations of BERT-style
models by taking inspiration from the PC theory. Specifically, we use a BERT-style model as
a bottom-up network to extend it with a top-down network which could be a recurrent net-
work or a transformer. Also, we propose a next-sentence modeling objective to encourage
the models to learn the relation between sentences. We perform extensive experimentation
to evaluate the quality of the resulting sentence representations. Also, we explore the
discourse and pragmatics-based knowledge acquired by our models.

Our models improved the sentence-level representations for stand-alone sentence and
sentence pair tasks concerning their direct baselines. Also, our models demonstrate an
improvement of discourse-aware sentence representations, mainly for discourse relation
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and coherence detection tasks. Furthermore, our experiments on document-level discourse
and pragmatics-based assessment showed that they elicited that kind of knowledge to
some extent.

Finally, we perform an ablation study and qualitative experimentation. On the one
hand, we found that the top-down connections of the PC mechanism are indeed helping
to improve the model representations. However, having this mechanism at all the layers
of the BERT-style model is not necessary to obtain improvements. On the other hand, we
found that some clusters tend to be more organized by visualizing the representations
in low dimensionality. Furthermore, the representations are good enough for retrieving
sentences with discursive relationships given a sentence annotated as a query.
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